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where Xi (t) E ce is the channel input for user i == 1, 2 at time
t == 1, ... ,m, subject to an average power constraint Pi (i.e,
2::7:1 I Xi(t )12 ::; mPi), and Zi(t) rv CN(o, 1)2 is white noise

1A normalized GIFC has direct gains equal to 1, and noise variances equal
to 1. It can be easily shown that for every complex GIFC there exists a
normalized interference channel with the same capacity region. Therefore,
there is no loss of generality in restricting attention to normalized channels.

2CN(O,:E) denotes a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and covariance matrix :E.

In this paper we present a new upper bound for the sum
capacity of the complex GIFC with weak interference, which
strengthens the sum-rate bounds of [4] and [5], [6], [7]. All
these bounds are based on a genie-aided approach, where
genies provide side information signals to the receivers. The
side information signals are carefully chosen to enable the
computation of a sum-rate upper bound, and are defined in
terms of some free parameters which can be optimized.

Regarding notation, we use lower and upper case letters for
scalars, boldface letters for vectors, and upper case calligraphic
letters for sets. For example, a is a scalar, Y is a vector, and
R is a set. The length of an m-vector is indicated by the
superscript m, e.g. v'" == (v(l), ... ,v(m)). We write ~(x) to
denote the real part of the complex number x and use JE for
the expectation operator. We use the standard notation h (.),
1(·; .) to denote differential entropy and mutual information.
All logarithms are to the base 2, and rates are in bits per
channel use.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we define the channel model and the side information
signals that we will use in the bound. Section III presents our
main result which is proved in Section IV. The new bound
is simplified for the special case of a symmetric GIFC with
real gains in Section V, where a numerical comparison of the
new bound and previous bounds is presented. Finally, Section
VI discusses whether the new bound can extend the range of
parameters where treating interference as noise is known to
be a sum-capacity achieving strategy.

II. CHANNEL MODEL AND SIDE INFORMATION SIGNALS

In the complex case, the normalized! complex Gaussian
interference channel is defined by

Abstract-A new upper bound for the sum-capacity of the
two-user complex Gaussian interference channel is derived. The
bound is based on genies that provide side information signals
to the receivers. Various parameters are introduced to control
the side information, which can be optimized to get the tightest
possible bound. The new bound improves the performance of the
best known bounds for sufficiently small cross-gains.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 2-user Gaussian interference channel (GIFC) models a
situation in which two transmitters communicate independent
information to their corresponding receivers. Each receiver
observes a component-wise linear combination of the trans
mitted signals plus additive memoryless Gaussian noise, and
seeks to decode, with probability close to one, the message
of its corresponding transmitter, in spite of the interfering
signals and noise. The time averages of the squares of the
transmitted signal values are required to not exceed certain
power constraints. A rate pair (R 1, R 2 ) is said to be achievable
for a GIFC if the transmitters can increase the sizes of their
message sets as 2m R i with the signal length m, and signal in
such a way that the power constraints are met and the receivers
are able to correctly decode their corresponding messages with
probability converging to 1, as m grows to infinity. The set of
all achievable rate pairs is known as the capacity region of the
GIFC. Determining it, as a function of the channel coefficients
(specifying the linear combinations mentioned above), power
constraints, and noise variances, has been an open problem in
information theory for over 30 years.

The best known coding scheme is that presented in [2]. In a
special range of channel parameters, the so called strong inter
ference regime, the capacity region is completely known [1],
[2]. In the remaining parameter ranges, i.e, weak and mixed
interference regimes, [4] determines the capacity region to
within a 1 bit margin using a carefully chosen version of the
scheme of [2], and a new genie-aided outer bound.

While a tight characterization of the capacity region in
the weak and mixed interference regimes remains an open
problem, the maximum achievable sum-of-rates is known for
some parameter ranges [3], [5], [6], [7]. In addition, [4]
shows that in some asymptotic regimes the gap between some
lower and upper bounds on the sum-rate shrinks to zero, thus
obtaining an asymptotic characterization of the sum-capacity
for some other regimes.

Y1 (t)

Y2(t)

X1(t) + h21X2(t ) + Zl(t)

h12X1(t ) + X2(t) + Z2(t) (1)
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affecting receiver i, and is independent of the channel inputs.
We restrict our attention to channels with weak interference,
i.e. Ihi j I < 1.

In our genie-aided bounds, side information signals 81 and
82 will be given by a genie to receivers 1 and 2 respectively.
We define the side information signals as

81(t) == Xl(t) + alX2(t) + nl(t)

82(t) == a2Xl (t) + X2(t) + n2(t) (2)

where ni(t) rv CN(o,aT) is i.i.d. over time, and independent
of the channel inputs and Zj(T), for all T when j i- i and for
all T i- t when j == i, but is correlated with Zi(t),

JE[ni(t)z;(t)] == Piai

with IPil < 1. The parameters aI, oz E ~, aI, a2 2: 0,
aI, a2, PI, P2 E CC, are arbitrary within their corresponding
valid ranges and will be later optimized.

The bounds of [4], and [5], [7], [6] also use side informa
tion signals, which can be obtained from (2) with specific
parameter choices. The genies of [4], [5], [6], [7] restrict
al == a2 == 0, while in addition, the genies of [4] further
restrict Pi == °and ai == 1.

III. MAIN RESULT

Our new bound is presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Any rate pair (R 1 , R 2 ) in the capacity region

of the 2-user complex GIFC in weak interference satisfies

R 1+ R 2 < min{B1a, BIb, B1c,B2a, B2b' B2c}

where

(1 - Ip212)0-~ ::;:, ,,(2d}
RIa n {(0-1,0-2,a l,a2,Pl,P2) :

(1 - Ipll2)o-r lall 2"(2 '5:: (1 - Ip21 2)o-hl }

RIa n {(0-1,0-2,a l,a2,Pl,P2) :

(1 - Ip212)0-~la212"(1 '5:: (1 -IPlI2)o-h2 }

[
la112P2] [la212Pl]

min log 1 + 2 + log 1 + 2
'lJE'R 2 a a 1 a 2

+K2

[
la212 PI + P2]

min log 1 + 2 + K 2
'lJE'R2b a 2

. [Pl+laI12P2]nun log 1 + 2 + K 2
'lJE'R2b a 1

{ (0-1, 0-2, aI, a2, PI, P2) : (1 - Ipll2)o-r '5:: "(1 o-~,

(1 - Ip212)0-~ '5:: ,,(20-r}

R 2a n { (0-1, 0-2, aI, a2, PI, P2) : o-~ lall 2 '5:: o-r }

R 2a n { (0-1,0-2, aI, a2, PI, P2) : o-rla21 2 '5:: o-~ }

with ".,~(al, a2,aI, a2, PI, P2) satisfying the conditions stated
in the previous section, and where K 1 and K 2 are defined in
the display at the top of the page.

IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

For any code of block-length m, the sum rate of the genie
aided channel can be upper bounded using Fano's inequality:

m(R1+ R2 - Em) ~ I(xr; Yr, sr) + I(x~; Y~, s~)

==I(xr; Sr) + I(xr; yrlSr) + I(x~; S~) + I(x~; y~IS~)

==h(sr) - h(alx~ + nr) + h(yrlsr)

- h(h21X~ + Zrlalx~ + nr) + h(s~) - h(a2Xr + n~)

+ h(y~IS~) - h(hl2Xr + Z~la2Xr + n~)

==h(sr) - h(alX~ + nr) + h(yrlsr)
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~ h(zi ~ h21lli!a:lX2' + lli) + h(s2') - h(a:2Xi + ll2')
al

h( ml m) h( m livz ml m m)+ Y2 S2 - Z2 --n2 a2xI +n2a2

=h(si) + h(yilsi) ~ h(zi ~ h21lli)
al

~ h(a:lX2' + llilzi ~ h21lli) + h(s2') + h(y2'ls2')
al

h( m liv: m) h( m m\ m livz m)- Z2 - -n2 - a2xI + n2 Z2 - -n2a2 a2
==h(sr) + h(yrlsr) - h(vr) - h(alXr + Wr)

+ h(sr) + h(yrlsr) - h(vr) - h(a2Xr + wr) (3)

where we defined

for i == 1,2, j i- i. Note that Vi(t) rv CN(O,a~i) with a~i ==

1-2~{hjiPiai/ai}+aTlhjiI2 /laiI2, and Wi(t) rv CN(O, a~i)
with a~i == (1 - Ipil2)aT /a~i.

Continuing with (3),

m(RI+R2 - Em) ::; h(xr + alXr + nr) - h(a2Xr + Wr)

+ h(yrISr) - h(vr) + h(x;;: + a2Xr + n;;:)

- h(alXr + Wr) + h(yrlsr) - h(v;;:)

=h(xi + a:lX2' + lli) ~ h(xi + w2') + h(yiISi)
a2

W m

~ h(vi) + h(x2' + a:2Xi + ll2') - h(x2' + a:~ )

+ h(yrIS;;:) - h(v;;:) - mlog(lala212). (4)

We will bound (4) differently depending on whether
a~i /1ai 12 2: a;, (i, j) E { (1, 2), (2, I)}, or a~i /1ai 1

2 ::;a;, (i, j) E { (1, 2), (2, I)}. These cases correspond to
(al,a2,al,a2,PI,P2) E RIa and (al,a2,al,a2,PI,P2) E

R2a respectively.

A. Case TJ E RIa: a~1/laI12 2: a~ and a~2/la212 2: ar

We can write:

h(xr + alXr + nr) == - I(fir; xr + alXr + nr + fir)

+ h(xr + alx;;: + nr + fir) (5)

h(xr + a2Xr + nr) == - I(fir; xr + a2Xr + nr + fir)

+ h(xr + a2 Xr + nr + fir) (6)

where fir (i == 1, 2) has i.i.d. circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian components of variance a~i' and is independent of
everything else. Choosing a~. such that a~l + ar == a~2 / Ia21 2

and a~2 + a~ == a~l /la112 we can upper bound (5) and
(6) using the fact that for Gaussian inputs the worst noise
distribution for given covariance is white circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian:

h( m m m) < 1 [1 (a~2/la212) - ar ]
Xl + alx2 + n l _ -m og + P I 1 2 P. 2

l+al 2+ al
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+ h(xi + a:lX2' + :~) (7)

h( m m m) 1 [1 (a~1/laI12) - a~ ]
X2 + a2xI + n2 ::; -m og + P. 1 1 2 p 22 + a2 I + a 2

+ h(x2' + a:2xi + :~). (8)

Using (7) and (8) in (4) we obtain

m(R1+R2 - Em) :S I ( x2'; xi + a:lX2' + :~) + h(yilsi)

m ((a~2/la212) - ar )
- h(v1 ) - mlog 1 + p I 12P. 2

I + al 2 + a l

+I(Xi;X2' + a:2xi + :~) +h(y2'IS2')

_ h(vr) - mlog (1 + (a~)la:lI2) - a~ )
P2 + la21 2PI + a~

- mlog(lala212). (9)

We can think of the sum

t::. m m m W'2 m m m wIT I ==I (x2 ;XI +alX2 + -) +I(x i ;X2 +a2xI +-)
a2 al

as the achievable sum-rate in the interference channel

YI a2xI + X2 + WI/al

Y2 alx2 + Xl + W2/a2.

In this virtual channel, giving the interfering signals as side
information to the receivers we obtain the bound

T1:S mlog (1 + atlX~12) +mlog (1 + at2)~:112).
(10)

If the condition a~l ::; a~2 / Ia21 2 holds, which corresponds
to TJ E RIb, the first receiver in the virtual channel experiences
strong interference, which implies that it can decode the
signals of both users. Therefore, using a bound for the sum
rate in the Gaussian multiple access channel formed by the
two transmitters and virtual receiver 1, we have in this case

(
P2 + la212PI )

T1 :S mlog 1 + a~)la:lI2. (11)

Similarly, if the condition a~2 < a~l / Ial12 holds, which
corresponds to TJ E RIc, we obtain

(
PI+laI12P2)

T1 :S mlog 1 + a~2/la:212. (12)

It remains to upper bound h(yr Isr), i == 1, 2. Using
the chain rule for differential entropy, dropping conditioning,
using the fact that for given covariance matrix jointly Gaussian
random variables maximize conditional differential entropy,
and Jensen's inequality, it can be shown that

h(yilsi) :Smlog [1re(P1 + Ih21 1
2P2+ 1

_IPI+h2IaiP2+PiaI12)] (13)
PI + lal12 P2 +ar
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(14)

with a similar bound holding for h(yrlsr).
Using each of the bounds (10), (11), (12) with (13) in (9),

and letting m ~ 00 so that Em ~ 0 we obtain the bounds
e.; BIb, and ».:

B. Case TJ E R 2a: a~1/lalI2 :S a~ and a~2/la212 :S lall2

Let 131,132 E ~ be such that f3r == ar - a~2/la212,

f3~ == a~ - a~1/lalI2, and zm rv CN(O,Im ) be independent
of everything else.

We bound the following 4 terms of (4) as follows:

h(xf' + 0:1x2 + uf') - h(xf' + w 2 )
a2

w m

+ h(x2 + 0:2X f' + u2) - h(X2 + o:~ )
m m m wr m wr

==h(xl + alx2 + f3lZ + -) - h(xl +-)a2 a2

+ h(X2 + 0:2Xf' + fhzm + Wr') - h (x2 + Wr')
al al

m ~m m m ~m wr
==I(x2 , Z ;xl + alx2 + f3lZ +-)a2

m ~m m m xni WI+ I(xl , Z ;X2 + a2xl + f32Z +-)
al

~m m m ~m wrl m)==T2 + I(z ;Xl + alX2 + f3lZ + - X2a2
w m

+ I(zm; x;n + a2x~ + f32 zm + _1 Ix~)
al

W m W m
:ST2 + I(zm; f3lzm+ _2) + I(zm; f32 zm + _1)

a2 al
f3r f3~

=T2+rnlog(1+ 2/1 12) + lOg (1+ 2/1 12)aW2 a2 aWl al
Tf1 I (la212ar) I (lalI2a~)==12 + m og 2 + og 2

aW2 aWl

where we defined T2~I(xr; xI+alxr+ol)+I(xl; xr+
a2xI + or). As was done in subsection IV-A, we can bound
T2 by considering the virtual interference channel

Yl a2Xl + X2 + n2

Y2 alx2+ xl+ nl

and bounding the achievable sum-rate in three different ways
depending on the parameter ranges. In fact, the same bounds
derived in subsection IV-A can be used here if we replace
a~2/la212 ~ ar and a~1/lalI2 ~ a~. The upper bounds
B 2a, B 2b and B 2c follow by replacing these three bounds
together with the bounds for h(yrlsr) (cf. eq. (13)) in (4)
and letting m ~ 00 so that Em ~ O.

V. BOUND FOR THE SYMMETRIC GIFC

We can specialize Theorem 1 for the case of a symmetric
GIFC where PI == P2 == P and h12 == h2l == h. Furthermore,
we can choose the auxiliary parameters in a symmetric way:
al == a2 == a, al == a2 == a and PI == P2 == p. With these
restrictions on the parameters choices, we have aVI == aV2 ==
o; and aWl == aW2 == aw . For simplicity, we only consider
real parameters, i.e. h, a, p E ~.

When TJ E RIa, due to the symmetric parameter choices,
the condition a~/a2 2:: a2 reduces to (1- p2) 2:: a 2-2hpaa+

h2 a 2
. Furthermore, choosing lal :S 1, the three bounds (10),

(11), and (12) apply simultaneously. As a result, we obtain
for the symmetric channel with symmetric parameter choices
the bound (14) given at the top of the page, where I == a 2 

Zh.pao. + h2a2, valid for (1- p2) 2:: a 2 - Zh.paa + h2a2 and
lal :S 1.

Similarly, when TJ E R 2a, we obtain:

R 1 +R2 :smin{lOg [1 + P(1;0:2)] ;21og (1 + o:;;)}
[

2 (p(1+ha)+pa)2]
+ 2log P(l + h ) + 1- P(l + 0:2) + (7"2

- 21og(1 - p2) (15)

valid for (1 - p2) :S a2- 2hpaa + h2a2 and lal :S 1.
In order to evaluate the performance of the new bound we

consider a symmetric GIFC, with power constraint P == 6,
and vary the cross-gain h between 0 and 1. Figure 1 shows
different bounds on the symmetric rate R == (R l + R2)/2.

Since evaluating the general lower bound of [2] is prohibitively
complex, in Fig. 1 we use a simple lower bound obtained by
considering two achievable strategies:

• treating interference as noise: R == log (1 + 1+~2 P ) ,

• time-sharing: R == ~ log(l + P),
and choosing the best of the two. (See [3] for more sophis
ticated lower bounds). The curves for the new upper bound
are obtained by minimizing (14) and (15) within the valid
parameter ranges. For reference, we also plot the upper bound
of [8, Theorem 2] and the new bounds' of [5], [6], [7].

We see in Fig. 1 that the new upper bound significantly
improves over the bounds of [5], [6], [7] and [8] for small
values of h. For h large enough the bound of [8] eventually
becomes better.

When minimizing the bounds (14) and (15) for various
choices of P and h we observed that the optimal parameters
satisfy aW / a == a. In this case, the bounding steps of

3In [5], [6], [7] the bound of [8, Theorem 2] is included to further improve
the new bounds proposed therein.
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Fig. I. Upper and lower bounds on the symmetric rate of a symmetric
complex GI FCasa function ofthe channel (power) cross gain h2 , for P = 6.
The new upper bound isobtained by optimizing (14) and (15) within the valid
parameter ranges. Also included are the upper bounds of [5], [6], [7] (which
coincide) and the upper bound of [8, Theorem 2].

subsections IV-A and IV-B simultaneously apply and result
in the same bound. Therefore, for aw/a = a, (14) and (15)
coincide, as seen in Fig. I.

For lal ::::; 1, assuming real parameters, aw/ a = a requires:

1
a 2 ::::; h2; p = hear ± J(l - ( 2)(1 - h2a2). (16)

It is easy to check that the two possible values of p resulting
from (16) are in [-1, 1], and therefore are valid. As a result,
both values of p need to be checked when optimizing the
parameters.

VI. SUM-CAPACITY OF GIFC WITH VERY WEAK
INTERFERENCE

In this section we will restrict attention to the symmetric
Gaussian interference channel with real gains, and consider
only symmetric parameter choices (i.e. a1= a2= a, a 1 =
az = a , P1 = P2 = p) for our bound.

Let ho(P) be the positive solution to Iho + h5P I = 0.5.
It was shown in [5], [6], [7] that if Ihl < ho(P), treating
interference as noise is sum-rate optimal. The condition Ihl ::::;
ho is sufficient but may not be necessary. Does our new bound
extend the range of values of h such that treating interference
as noise can be shown to be sum-rate optimal?

To have an upper bound that matches the lower bound ob
tained by treating interference as noise with Gaussian signals
we need: (a) that i.i.d, Gaussian inputs achieve the capacity of
the genie-aided channel, and (b) that for i.i.d, Gaussian inputs
the side information provided by the genies does not provide
gains in rate.

Assuming that conditions (a) and (b) hold, we will sketch
an argument that shows that our bound can only be tight if
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a = O. To get a contradiction, assume that (a) and (b) hold
for some lal > o.

First consider the case 'T7 E R 1a . For condition (a) we need
equality in either (10), (II) or (12) when the inputs are i.i.d.
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian.

With symmetric parameters, (11) and (12) are equivalent,
and we need that

[
lal2P] [P(l + laI2)]

210g 1 + a~ / l a I 2 + P = log 1 + a~ / l a I 2 .
After some algebraic manipulations , it can be shown that this
equality can only occur when lal > 1. But the bounds (II)
and (12) are only valid when lal ::::; 1.

To have equality in (10) we need

[ lal2P] [ lal2P ]
210g 1 + (a~ / la I 2 ) + p = 2 log 1 + (a~ / l a I2) . (17)

Since we assumed lal > 0, as long as Ihl > 0, we have:

a~ (1 - p2)a2 < (1 + p)a < 00

a 2 (a - ha) 2 + 2haa(1 - p) - Zlux

implying that (17) cannot occur. It follows that when 'T7 E R 1a ,

condit ion (a) can only hold for a = O.
Now we consider the case 'T7 E R 2a . Using a similar

argument as was used for the case 'T7 E R 1a , we can show
that the bounding steps leading to the first argument of the
min{-, .} in (15) can only be tight with Gaussian inputs if
a = O. The bounding steps leading to the second argument of
the min{-, .} in (15) can only be tight with Gaussian inputs
if either a = 0 or a ---7 00 . In the case a ---7 00 we can
obtain lower bounds for (15) which are strictly greater than
the sum-rate obtained by treating interference as noise, leaving
a = 0 as the only option to obtain a tight bound with Gaussian
inputs.

When a = 0, the side information signals 81 and 82 reduce
to the ones used in [5], [6], [7] and our bound does not allow
to obtain any weaker condition than Ihl ::::; ho(P) for the sum
rate optimality of treating interference as noise.
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